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PATENT 2019. French, mathematics, history-geography, SVT ... The student reveals all the topics and written and video corrections of the college's patent exams and September surrogacy sessions. It's time for a patent for college 2019! Whether you passed the tests in June, July or September, you can find all the
patent items for 2019 on this page, as well as their corrections. This year's heatwave has made the organisation of the 2019 patent relatively discontinuous. On 27 and 28 June, students from Guadeloupe, Martinique and Guyana could normally pass the tests. This was not the case in the metropolis, in Mayotte and
Reunion: due to high heat, events were postponed for several days, on 1 and 2 July. However, as all the students were unable to free themselves, for a substitute session on 16 December 2009, the Commission decided not to take part in the meeting. Until the start of the event, you can train with our review sheets, or
draw in all our anals. Patent fixes for 2019 will be online as soon as the trials are complete. The results of the national patent diploma are available here. You can also find a corrected bac. All news about the patent can be found on our Facebook page. Patent final events for 2018: Thursday, June 28 and Friday, June 29.
LP/ Olivier ArandelBy Gabriel JaquemetDe last year, students must pass four written tests and one oral exam at the end of the third year, representing half of their total score - the other half is obtained with continuous control throughout the year. The Written French Test (3h) focuses on an excerpt from literary text and
image, and evaluates language skills (grammar - including rewriting, lexicon ...) and understanding and interpreting skills. Traditional dictation and writing work complete the test, which is the longest of 4 (Mathematics 2h - History geo 2h and sciences 1h). The final exams represent 400 points out of a total of 800 - the
French test is evaluated at 100 points! The first part of the French test is based on the text of MarcelO Ayme's novel Uranus published in 1948 - a novel that focuses on postwar France and, above all, on cleaning. This text is accompanied by a Photogram from the film Uranus directed by Claude Berri in 1990, where we
can see actor Gérard Depardieu.8 questions are asked of students to assess their understanding of the text such as Where is the scene? Who's Leopold? Why can the situation be surprising? Excuse your reply. (4 points) The university in Blémont was destroyed, the village had a requisition of some cafeterias to make
them available to students, in the morning from 8:00 a.m. to 11 p.m. and in the afternoon from two to four. For coffee makers, it was just off peak hour and business has not suffered. Nevertheless, Leopold saw with a very bad eye that his establishment was thus discarded and Saint-Euloge's place then sounded thunder
its inaccuracies. On the day students came to sit at café du Progrès for the first time, he hadn't moved his zinc, looking suspicious, and affecting to believe that one was angry at his bottles. But his curiosity, deceiving his resentfulness, quickly awoke and Leopold became the most attentive of students. According to
Marcel Aymé, Uranus, 1948.Before the beginning of the dictates, - it will be stated that it is advisable to write all the numbers in letters - we will write on the table in a way readable by all candidates: - Blémont, - Saint-Euloge, - Progress, - According to Marcel Aymé, Uranus, 1948.Subjects not yet revealed - the test is
ongoing! Complete subject matter of the French patent - General series (754,955 nominees) Complete subject matter of the French patent - For the series (79,733 nominees)See the corrected French patent test 2018 - General series See the corrected French patent test 2018 - Pro series Patent results 2018 are
expected between 6. In 2017, the success rate of all Patent series was 89% (89.8% for general series and 79.7% for professional series), compared with 87.3% in 2016.&gt; Patent 2018: Review Commissions, Likely Topics &gt; Patent 2018: Fixed &gt; Patent Revision Quiz: Test your material level by subject... &gt;
Patent Results Dates: July 6-11, 2018 &gt; Patent Results Warning : official and free, live from academies ... Candidates pass a series of tests during a French patent on Thursday. See all complete PDF topics as well as full evidence. The 2018 patent begins this Thursday with a French test! Consisting of three tests, the
French test will take a total of 3 hours: the first part deals with grammar, understanding, interpretation and dictation, it will take 1 hour and a half between 9am and 10.30am. After a 15-minute break, the candidates will return to the rehearsal room for the second part of the test for another hour and a half dedicated to
writing. Of the 400 points in five patent tests, French has 100. Patent results for 2018 With an 89% success rate in 2017, up 1.7 points from 2016, the patent is not a big deal. That doesn't count for passage in high school, nor for orientation. Topics and corrected from the general series: - Subject of the test composed of
French: - Dictated: Patent 2018: dictation general series published by Wallybordas - Design topic: Patent 2018: editorial theme (general series) published by wallybordas - Corrections French (to come): Brevt 2018: corrected French released wallybordas articles and corrected professional series: - Dictated professional
series: Patent 2018: dictation of a professional series published by Wallybordas - Editorial topic: Read also - What is the patent yet for? This Thursday, July 28, marks the beginning of a national patent diploma for 834,688 students out of 3. This morning, they hovered over the French. Discover objects and correct a
general serial test. The text of the Marcel Aymé Test was divided into two parts: grammar and understanding from 9:00.m to 10:30.m., then written from 10:45.m to 12:15.m. For grammar and understanding, the students worked on an excerpt from Marcel Aymé's text, Uranus, as well as photographs from a film of the
same name directed by Claude Berri in the 1990s. First, they had to answer a number of questions about the text, including identifying elements of the comic book or analyzing the links between the characters. They then had to fill in grammatical questions, for example by identifying subordinate proposals for sentences
or overwriting parts of text for indirect speech. The candidates had 1:10 to finish this game. They then proceeded to a dictation that lasted 20 minutes, and then to elaborate. For this last part, lasting one and a half hours, the candidates had a choice between two subjects: imagine continuing the uranium extract proposed
in the first part of the test, or explaining what literary works they read in class or at home brought to them. Complete and repaired subject Discover the entire subject of the test: You can also view the corrected video: Studyrama also published a written correction of the test. This afternoon, the 2018 college patent
candidates take their math test. Thursday, April 12, 2018 (updated April 24, 2018) by C. Le Chevalier Bonjour all, here is the subject of the French DNB Blanc test in April 2018, as well as a proposal for redress. Good reading, chabanne college letters team French test will renew its credentials for the 2018 patent,
because this event will no longer be paired with history-geo as last year. Its scope will also be revised upwards: 100 points will now be devoted to mastering the Molière language. To make sure you don't miss this meeting, you can explore every type of exercise (questions about text, dictation, and writing) by doing the
theme again last year. You are also well interested in practicing using anals and objects that have reached foreign centers. This space brings together all available resources to prepare well for the French DNB 2018 test. Although the patent may cover any subject in the French programme on 3 December 2004, it does
not provide any information on the application of the directive. do not have the same probability of developing an object. Based on their experience and the latest patent sessions, our French professors, official patent proofreaders, give you their opinion on the topics most likely to fall to the patent for 2018. In 2017, 94% of
their forecasts fell correctly. Will they do well this year? I consult the likely topics of the French DNB 2018 What do French teachers think of the latest patent? As every year, our French teachers have corrected the French subjects of DNB 2017. They also gave us their opinion on the difficulty of the event. Evidence in line
with the expectations of the new patent. Not surprisingly, although the French test is officially along with history-geo, it can be treated in a completely autonomous way. On the other hand, try repeating the French patent test 2017 exercise. Start by looking at the topic itself and then check your answers using a reasoned
corrected one. Questions about the text of Giono and the image of Stora Français - Questions Text Giono rich and quite poetic. There are quite a few questions. This year, there is no doubt about grammar. Two questions relate to a document attached to the text, one of which is very open: How do you feel. See The
corrected French override exercise - Overwrite Classic override and fairly simple: change person and time without any hassle. See Theme See corrected French dictation - Dictating a few difficulties of the lexicon, this dictation demanded to pay close attention to the agreements. See Corrected Writing - Subject French -
Writing a very classic subject that relied solely on text, but not at all on the topic of history-geo. See Read corrected writing - Subject B English - Writing skills Same note as the first time you type a topic. See Theme See Repaired Unlimited in France Patent-Based Exam repaired since 1998 of course letters Repaired
patent live QCM, method cards, video course... Predictions 2018 With france-exam, the solution is in your hands! Discover patent patent solutions
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